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The more serious the crime is the lower the probability is that it is punished.
Radio Yerevan 1994

The last temptation is the greatest treason: to do the right deed for the wrong reason.
T. S. Eliot

Preface to the Stories at dlapa.cz (July 2, 2014)

The stories present two bible-like themes describing real crimes from the years 1975-2013.
The stories are literal rewriting of reality and crimes. Some of the crimes in the stories were
punished. The nature of the characters is unchanged but completely different from the legends
generally accepted. Readers should take the stories as one piece not as separate parts.
The stories are written in the words of the pursuers since they imitate the behaviour
of the main character, reverse it and destroy his masterpieces. Then, it is really the language
of the pursuers, the stories show their crimes not the crimes of the victim. If the oppression is
long-lasting then the mental skills can decrease and the victims behave in the way that can be
mixed up by the pursuers and considered as a proof in spite of the fact that they themselves
are mentally retarded. Through their behaviour, the pursuers spread mental retardation to
the rest of the society but they themselves get higher credit. They get self confidence and victimize the people around them with no respect to their qualities. They are not enemies in many
cases, actually, but they become opponents under sustained terror of the pursuers which do
not even realize their behaviour. They use mentally retarded individuals as battering rams.
The victims then lose control and defame themselves. They lose their mental skills as a consequence of contact with mentally retarded persons. The aggressors then get higher social rank
in spite of their mental inferiority. The victims recover their mental skills when they are not in
direct contact with aggressors but live under sustained pressure of the society which see only
their incited reactions not the response to normal inputs. The pursuers are aggressors even
though the society does not see it. They are parasites living out of the corps of their victims.
Then, it is an epidemy of violence and terror. The carriers and disseminators themselves do
not know about this fact. Then, it is not clear who is the criminal and who is the victim. It is
more apparent if it is taken into account that the case originates from the beginning of

the victim’s life. The stories begin in his three years! The main character does not make any
actual mistakes and his mental skills are higher than in the average population. He does not
take any responsibility for the crimes he could be accused of since he would have to commit
them as three-year old child. The reactions of the main character are the consequence
of extreme behaviour of the victim’s mother who abused him physically since the beginning
of his life and then mentally since his three years having no contact with the victim nor any
truthful references on him. Then, the relatives and public condemn the main character in spite
of his extreme mental skills on the ground of these reactions even though he behaves normally
with normal inputs. The main character could not defend himself. He did not know that he
committed a crime nor being accused of - he was three-year old. Children in this age do not
talk, in some cases, they do not respond to the outside inputs. According to the fake report of
the crook psychologist connected to the mother of the victim the main character has the IQ 25.
If this value was true then the main character would not speak even as adult nor answer any
questions or pass an IQ test (even as adult!) nor write these stories. It is necessary to realize
that the intelligence has the roots in the people around the victim. The highest IQ is valid
for very young children. Then, the IQ is decreasing which is apparent for the people
with exceptional skills. In this case, the influence of interception is taking place in three years.
This is the reason why maximum values of IQ for adult people are significantly lower than
for children. It is not an error in computation. It is the consequence of real changes in
the mind of the individual subject to the impact of other people being in contact with
the victim having very low IQ, in many cases, below the borderline of mental retardation.
In spite of sustained terror of the people around the victim his mental skills prevail till the end
of his life, his skills decrease below the borderline of exceptional IQ, but still, it is higher than
for the rest of society.
The head issue of the stories is abusing and punishing of the main character without
any reason from the beginning of his life and repeating mistakes of the pursuers. Then, it is
the crime terror on consigned person and interception by the family of the victim. The pursuers
use the methods of psychological terror such as social isolation, browbeating, sudden changes
of behaviour (crying), assigning tasks during vacation or carrying out other duties, forced narcotizing and physical punishment without a reason resulting in series of murder attempts.
The pursuers lie and make up false legends intensifying social isolation of the main character.
They reverse the reality and take only the points suiting them. They revenge for deeds that
never happened! They behave as battery rams and notice only the reactions of the victim.

In reality, they prove their mental inferiority and criminal background of their deeds in spite
of their growing rank in the victim’s family and society.
One of the most serious and cruel mean of torture used by the pursuers is DBS (deep
brain stimulator) causing states similar to Alzheimer disease. This forced behaviour(!) brings
about perception of victim mental retardation. It is really only the perception of the pursuers
since mental skills are still at the same level! The behaviour and mental skills corresponding
to the real state restore after removing DBS in few minutes. The pursuers, however, do not change
their opinion. DBS is used primarily for mutilation of the victim and inciting the perception
of inferiority of the victim in order to raise cruel and inhuman treating(!) being the main
factor in torturing the victim (these methods really cause temporary decrease of mental skills).
The stories are facts in contrast to the legends broadcasted from other sources. It is necessary to emphasize that the main character never pleaded guilty. He did not have a reason.
The story is not a confession of any kind. On the contrary, the main character is successful
in his branch, he is an expert in control theory, develops evolutionary algorithms and robust
controllers. He develops applications and national customizations for PDA, smartphones and
personal computers. The author and the main character were under sustained threatening with
professional ruin and physical destruction. From the beginning of his life, the main character
was physically abused by his own family. In his three years, his biological mother wanted to
get rid of him. At the same time, record-breaking IQ was measured for him. Then, his mother
and relatives victimized him trying to stop his mental aging in spite of the fact that he was
not in direct contact with them exactly fitting into the definition of interception being one
of the most serious crimes punishable by law. In fact, his mother tortured him to death stealing his ideas and properties and boasted about this with general acceptance of public broadcasting and public opinion. His biological mother never cared about and isolated him covering
her own crimes and the crimes of the whole family. She was in prison for these crimes
with all members of her family except the main character. The main character proved his
mental and physical superiority many times but his relatives considered him as inferior
or even mentally retarded in spite of the fact that he was the IQ world record holder on
the ground of the legend created by his family, particularly his mother. These values of IQ
were measured repeatedly for the main character! The proofs are hidden in order to protect
themselves and the mother of the main character. He was never tried in court nor being
convicted. He has never been in prison. His opponents were judged, convicted and imprisoned repeatedly (all members of his family)! These people just decided to mutilate, abuse,
kill and deprive their son and brother. They decided to do so in his four years.

